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W
e in Ireland place attach little value to the importance of
our archives. The storage of the unread, unresearched
and uncatalogued Land Commission archives in a

midlands warehouse attests to this fact even though this archive
holds an irreplaceable collection of title deeds and townland maps. 

The Irish National Archives is not in great shape. It is located in a
converted biscuit factory with inadequate staffing and storage
facilities. It has no exhibition space. Experience shows that in
Ireland very often where the state goes the church follows.

In Kimmage the new archive accommodation was provided without
consultation either internally or with an archives architect about
repository specifications or shelving dimensions. There was also
inadequate preparation of the archive for its relocation to the
Kimmage campus. It is now located partly in a basement which is
sited even more appallingly on the Poddle river flood plain.

Some consider the archives to be a cancerous growth on the
institution’s side to be excised and discarded or at best kept in a
life support condition to be occasionally drip fed and only very
occasionally checked on. In many institutions there is no shortage
of people who race to write the archives’ obituary.

It is outside my remit here to convince you of the value of archives. 

The archivist’s job at all times is to preserve the evidence,
impartially, without taint of ideological bias. Archivists are the
guardians of the truth, or, at least, of the evidence on the basis of
which truth can be established.

Archivists preserve records when they are no longer in use,
because of their evidentiary or informational value. Therefore we
must ensure that they are accessible by those who wish to consult
them, otherwise the entire endeavour is arguably a waste of
resources.

In the creation of a public record people still living should be asked
to participate. This redresses the balance of power, which limits the
opportunity to misrepresent and increases accountability.

Brian O’Toole

Advocacy for the Archives

The only photo of Ven.
Libermann taken in 1847

was a daguerreotype*. In 1875 a
negative & positive was made
from the daguerreotype. In 1961
Fr Émile Herbinière made a
negative from the 1875 picture.
In 1981 Fr Seán Farragher
makes this positive from Fr
Herbinière’s negative. The copy
of this photo that we have in
Heritage & Archives was given
as a gift by Fr Farragher to the
House of Philosophy then at
Spiritan House.  

*The daguerreotype was the first
commercially successful
photographic process (1839-1860)
in the history of photography.
Named after the inventor, Louis
Jacques Mandé Daguerre, each
daguerreotype is a unique image
on a silvered copper plate.
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T
he biennial meeting of the
European Spiritan archivists
was held at Kimmage Manor,

11 – 15 June 2019. There were
thirteen participants from eight
provinces: James Flynn– UCE
Secretary, Bro Rafal Pryrzybyski -
Gen, João Mónico – PT, Bernard
Waave – GB, Belinda Peters – AL,
Orlando Zanovelli – Gen, Geneviève
Karg – Fr, Mr Martin Dejonge –
Fr/Gen, Roger Tabard - Fr/GEN,
Kees Bruin – NL, Albert Perrier – Bl,
Brian O’Toole – IRl, Martin Kelly -
provincial accompanying this
commission. Jean-Pierre Eyanza
was translator and the functionaries
were: Dolorès Stewart, Seamus
Maguire and Margaret Bluett.
Guests included: Niall Collins, Dick
Olin and Clare Foley.

The following is a snippet from the
welcome address given by Fr Brian
O’Toole: ‘The motto or heading
banner that we took in our

preparation for this meeting is:
Engage – Entertain – Educate.

Engage: are the opportunities for
interaction inside and outside our
meetings; social gatherings in the
evening; our liturgy in the morning.
Entertain: are the times to stroll
around the Kimmage gardens; our
visits to the Irish Military Archives
and to EPIC; our farewell meal
together on Friday evening.
Educate: are the occasions to learn
from our speakers and presenters
and of course our own sharing on
archival issues from our own
provinces’.

Keynote Presentations:
There were two key-note
presentations: on cloud technology
and information legislation (GDPR)
and two subsidiary presentations:
on digitisation and canon law.

UCE Meeting of Archivists,
June 2019

Margaret Bluett

Catherine Allan of Mason Hayes &
Curran took us through the EU
legislation on data protection which
came in to force in May 2018. She
specifically related the ‘General
Data Protection Regulation’
(GDPR) to archiving.

Dave Sheehy presented: ‘Building a
digital archive’. He made many
suggestions about archiving in
different formats: text (PDF/A,
PDF), image (Tiff, JPEG), sound
(WAV), video (MOV, AVI, JPAG
2000). Of Cloud Services Microsoft
One Drive was recommended.

Additional Presentations:
Michael Foley of Aspire Digital gave
a presentation on ‘digital archiving’

Archivist Meeting June 2019

Fr Ed Grimes CSSp presentation was on the ‘Canon Law of
Archives’. This involved a detailed elucidation of canons 486 to
491. Advice was given about the keeping of files re child
safeguarding issues. 



Left to right: Bro Rafal, Fr Kees Bruin, Fr Jäo, Fr Orlando, Dolorés Steward and Séamus
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Left to right: Genevieve Kang, Frs Roger and Albert

outlining the five basic steps: 
1. Scan page: to digital format using
photo scanner or overhead
scanner. 2. Compile book: forming
one book from the individual
pages. 3. Optimise for search using
OCR & tagging: this allows for
searching by word, name or phrase.
4. Create a contents page: which
will be the index for the book. Each
line of the contents page becomes
a clickable link. 5. Add navigation
button: this button brings the
browser back to the contents page.

Fr Ed Grimes CSSp presentation

was on the ‘Canon Law of
Archives’. This involved a detailed
elucidation of canons 486 to 491.
Advice was given about the
keeping of files re child
safeguarding issues. 

Visits:
To the New Irish Military Archives
building in Rathmines which
opened in 2016. This 5.4m project
was one of the flagship
programmes of the 1916
commemorations. This archive at

Cathal Brugha Barracks holds the
records of the Defence Forces and
the Army Pensions Board.

To St Mary’s Community. This was
a meet-and-greet over a ‘cuppa’
with the St Mary’s Community in
Rathmines. The Spiritan school
here was first opened in 1890. A
visit was made to the college
chapel which has served as the
place of school worship since
Easter Sunday 1955. Notable
features of the chapel are the
mosaics in the centre aisle
depicting scenes from the Old
Testament and the mosaics of our
Lady, Queen of the Universe and
Christ the King which cover the
apse.

To EPIC: this is a modern
interactive audio-visual museum
experience, which outlines the
course of Irish history and its
impact on the world. It is located in
Dublin City centre.
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I
n taking on the role of manager
of the Spiritan Heritage and
Archive Centre I realised very

early on that if for Archives was to
survive and thrive and by so doing
play its part in Spiritan Mission,
certain developmenl strategies
needed to be implemented.

And so the elements of a survival
kit were put into place, which
entailed: gathering a team,
increasing the Archive visibility and
utility in order to make an
impression.

Gathering a Team
In a roundabout way I was a good
enough choice as manager as I had
studied for a M. Econ., specialising
in Information Science. So I have a
handle on the matrix of
information; knowing how
information and knowledge

systems work. There is also one
other full-time position which is
shared by three people in order to
bring the different and necessary
skills together. I was following one
of Richard Bronson’s tips for
entrepreneurs: ‘choose a number
two who can do your job and get
busy elsewhere’.

The team: 

l Margaret Bluett, Certified
Archivist works front of house,
deals with researchers and
carries out all archival tasks.

l Séamus Maguire, himself a PhD
historian, serves as researcher
and is fully engaged in the
cataloguing of box files.

l Dolorés Stewart, as visual
technician, works mainly in
reprographics.

H&A Manager’s presentation at UCE
Archivists Meeting – a Summary

Brian O’Toole

Visibility  
Appearing to be relevant and
useful to the local communities;
assisting with ‘life-stories’; ‘Living
archives box’ and personal
requests.

Being a resource 
Being registered as a research
archive and assisting a steady flow
of researchers both from Ireland
and abroad. 

Receiving interns: We are in a
position to offer to Maynooth
University and the Congregation
training in the areas of:

u Cataloguing, classification and
inventory,

u Dewey Classification System
and to IT-access,
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u Indexing & referencing, 

u Photograph management 
and use,

u Box file management. 

Making  an impression by
giving a window into the
archive

l Glowing Embers –an annual
publication giving a window 
into the archives

l Annual exhibitions – presenting
Spiritan mission worldwide. 

So by becoming more helpful,
visible and useful the Archives
moved into the mainstream.
Mainstreaming means in the first
and most  important instance that
the Archives no longer has to
justify its existence as it is no
longer sidelined or marginalised.

Over the last six years in the
Archives I have met some geniuses,
some saints, some young and gone
too soon, a few eccentrics, but
most of all a big group of
missionaries in all their personal
and communal brokenness doing
their utmost to live the Spiritan
ideals and to make Jesus real for a
suffering world, especially the
young and disadvantaged.

These encounters challenge us
Spiritans today to serve the
neediest of our world by seeking to
build joyful communities, sharing a

simple lifestyle and standing in
prayerful solidarity with the
voiceless, the marginalised and all
who are burdened and neglected.

My job as manager: while dealing
with day to day tasks, I am always
interested in the ‘New-thing’
dimension – the unpredictable
situation which requires an
imaginative approach rather than a
clinical or rational response. I
believe that people are inspired by
always facing increasingly bigger
tasks.

I see it as my job to create an ethos
that is idealistic and to a certain
extent visionary. I am happy with
the response that the team makes
in being a ‘team with a vision and a
task’.

Challenge of the Centre:
While it is a place of memory for
the Spiritans and the Christian
communities in Ireland and
Overseas it challenges us by asking
how our heritage can  become a
resource of culture and mission for
the new evangelisation.

It needs to cultivate the memory of
the past and continue to express in
the present that which has been
produced by Spiritan Mission.

It needs to be 

l a place of humanity and a
religious place,

l a place of awareness raising
and action for mission,

l a place that enhances our
patrimony and uses it for
mission today.

The task of the centre, is to be with
Spiritan Mission in time. We have to
wrestle with this task as we build
upon what we have inherited, and
hope to leave something worth
inheriting after us.

Left to right: Fr Albert Perrier, Seamus Maguire, 
Fr Roger Tabard, Bro Rafal Pryrzybyshi.

Left to right: Fr Orlando Zanovelli, Fr João Mónico,  
Fr Bernard Waave, Belinda Peters
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Fr John Francis Culhane 1916-79

Fr Frank Culhane

President de Valera and Fr Culhane in 1959

Fr Frank was a regular contributor to The Tablet and to the Irish Times on pastoral, cultural and ecumenical themes.
He was appointed by the bishop of Lausanne as his representative in ecumenical affairs. He also had a regular slot
on the ‘English hour’ broadcast from Switzerland on the short-wave band radio frequency.

In addition to the press he made contact and carried on a correspondence with bishops, priests, ministers and lay lead-
ers sharing his concern about ‘the quality of Irish faith’.

An obituary in Feuille D’Avis De Lausanne stated that ‘he was the most Christ-like man I have ever met. He helped one
to see God above all in people, in the humanness of women and men, in suffering and joy and laughter and love, in the
absurdity of clowns, and the innocence of children’.

One of the last letters Frank wrote concerned an Amnesty International issue; it was addressed to President Brezhnev at
the Kremlin in Moscow and asked that consideration be given to the release of twenty-three named prisoners.

From his book of poems ‘Flats to let – No Children’ (1953) is as challenging today as it was when it was written.

Brian O’Toole
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Staff and Students 2018

Bubendorff Memorial
Grammar School
Adazi has celebrated

its 60th anniversary. The
school administrator today is
Rev Fr Theodore Ekwem, a
Catholic priest of the diocese
of Awka.

The school was built and in
1959 and was dedicated to 
Fr Albert Bubendorff CSSp,
from Alsace, who had been
the pioneering evangeliser in
the Adazi area. Bishop
Joseph Shanahan appointed
him as the first parish priest
there in 1924. Fr Bubendorff
served in Nigeria from 1908
until 1935.

Fr Theodore writes that ‘the
school also stands tall as a
testimony of the great works
of Holy Ghost Fathers
(Spiritans)’. For the
anniversary a history book of
the school has been
compiled in which are
honoured the Spiritan
principals who served from
1959 to 1969. They are: 
Fr Daniel O’Mahony, Fr
Robert McCabe, Fr Michael P.
Smyth and Fr Gerry T. Ryan.

Bubendorf College Adazi
celebrates 60 Years

Scientia, Integritas, Disciplina l 1959-2019 l Simplex, Mitis, Innocens

Football Report

Fr Gerry Ryan

Fr Francis McCabe

Séamus Maguire

(Knowledge, Integrity, Discipline) (Frank, Gentle, Blameless)
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D
aniel McNally/Bro Vincent
de Paul was the first Irish
brother in the congregation.

He was born on 30 December 1838
at Cullentraduff, Laragh, Co
Monaghan. He came to the Spiritan
Community in Blanchardstown and
was welcomed by Fr Jules Leman
on 9 February 1860. Daniel was
joined by another postulant
brother, James Levey from
Ratoath, Co Meath, and they began
their novitiate at Blackrock. They
were then sent to Langonnet,
Brittany, in 1861 to finish their
training and pronounce their first
vows. Bro Laurence returned to
Blackrock and remained there for
the rest of his life. Vincent was first
appointed to the orphanage at
Glasnevin where Fr Joseph
Koeberlé was director. In 1863,
Vincent returned to Blackrock and
managed the Nutley-Merrion Farm.
In 1864 he was called upon to
manage the farm at ‘Scotch
College’ Rockwell. He then served
in Langonnet and in Cellule, France
from 1867 to 1873. Following on
from this he was sent to the college
committed to the congregation at
Port Louis, Mauritius. 

In 1880 he was appointed to
Mombasa in Tanzania. There he got
to know Mgr Le Roy very well, who
would be a future superior general.
In 1886 Vincent was uprooted again
and asked to join the Irish group
led by Fr Duparquet who was
tasked with opening a mission at
Mafeking, Bechuanaland, in
Southern Africa. In 1888 this
mission had to be abandoned and
Vincent was then sent to Ballarat in
Australia, to join Fr Reffé’s team in
running the new college there. In
1891 he returned once more to
Mombasa. After another ten years
he took up residence at Langonnet,
Brittany, a house of retirement. Br
Vincent died in his seventieth year,
on 28 January 1908. Fr Jean Martin
Ebenrecht wrote of him in 1908:
‘His gift of good humour enabled
him to regale his confrères with
anecdotes from his missionary
experiences; but that good humour
did not in any way take from his
sincere piety, his spirit of religious
observance, or that outstanding
charity which made him a model
religious for those of us at home
and a faithful and valiant
missionary far away over the seas’.

Fr Jean Martin Ebenrecht (1837-
1914) was appointed as bursar and
art teacher to Blackrock in 1862. 
Fr Ebenrecht designed and
supervised the erection of all the
buildings and alterations undertaken
in the college from
1866 to 1908
and was
consulted by
Archbishop
Edward
McCabe
about
church
buildings in
the diocese
of Dublin.

He was the first
in Ireland to introduce
the large scale collection of used
stamps in order to aid the work of
the missions. Subsequently, with
the founding of the Irish Catholic in
the late 1880s he became a regular
contributor on missionary matters.
In 1899 he was named national
delegate of the Society of the
Propagation of the Faith.

Bro Vincent de Paul (1838-1908)

Daniel McNally / 
Bro Vincent de Paul

Séamus Maguire
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General Data Protection Regulation
(‘GDPR’):

l Came into effect on 25 May 2018

l Applies to the retention of data, even if that data
was created or received prior to 25 May 2018

Data Protection – means by which a person’s rights
are protected in relation to the processing of their
personal data

Article 5(1)(b): Personal data shall be collected for
specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a manner that is incompatible
with those purposes; further processing for
archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific
or historical research purposes or statistical
purposes shall, in accordance with Article 89(1), not
be considered to be incompatible with the initial
purposes.

Article 9(1): Processing of personal data revealing
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or
philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership,
and the processing of genetic data, biometric data
for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural
person, data concerning a natural person’s sex life or
sexual orientation shall be prohibited.

A little about Data Protection and
Archives

Brian O’Toole

Section 42 (1): Subject to “suitable and specific
measures” being taken to safeguard the fundamental
rights and freedoms of data subject, personal data
may be processed, in accordance with Article 89(1)
for 

(a) archiving purposes in the public interest,

(b) scientific or historical research purposes, or

(c) statistical purposes.

Re: The Right to be Forgotten

l Right to obtain from the controller the erasure of
personal data concerning him or her without
undue delay

l There are a number of exceptions, including:

u to the extent that the processing is necessary
for archiving purposes in the public interest,
scientific or historical research purposes or
statistical purposes in accordance with Article
89(1) in so far as the right to be forgotten is
likely to render impossible or seriously impair
the achievement of the objectives of that
processing.

(For public interest we may read Spiritan interest)
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The digitising of The Missionary
Annals/Mission Outlook

This will make this publication available for browsing
access.

Digitization Processes explained: there are five basic
steps:

1. Scan page: to digital format using photo scanner or
overhead scanner.

2. Compile book: forming one book from the
individual pages.  

3. Optimise for search using OCR (optical character
recognition) & tagging: this allows for searching by
word, name or phrase

4. Create a contents page: which will be the index for
the book. Each line of the contents page becomes
a clickable link.

5. Add navigation button: this button brings the
browser back to the contents page.

This work is being undertaken in tranches of ten
years.

The development of a computer
programme that makes Irish
Spiritans Remembered and the
Spiritan Mission Banners
available at consoles in the
Memorial Chapel
The relative, friend, confrere, visitor who come to
pray in the memorial chapel may wish to have
further information about the single name or names
on the wall.

How will it work:

1. On entering the name into the computer all
volumes of Irish Spiritans Remembered may be
accessed for the particular entry.

2. Within the entry any reference to a Spiritan
Mission country may be opened by touchscreen
to display the relevant banner presentations.

We hope that this touchscreen visual display will
greatly enhance time spent in the memorial chapel.

Two Projects in Progress
Margaret Bluett



Archbishop 
Alexander Le Roy (1851-1938)

A
lexandre Le Roy was born on 19 January 1854 in
Saint-Senier-de-Beuvon, France. On 10 August
1876, at the age oftwenty-two, he was ordained a

Spiritan priest. After his ordination, he worked as an
educator in the Collège Saint-Denis in Réunion, the
Collège de Cellule, France and Pondicherry, India. He first
travelled to Africa in 1881; to Bagamoyo, Tanzania, scouting for potential
mission sites. He wrote AU KILIMA-NDHARO during this expedition.

He was appointed vicar apostolic of Gabon on 3 July 1892. On 24 May 1896 he was
appointed superior general of the congregation. He was granted a titular archbishopric
(Caria) on 13 May 1921. He retired as superior general on 18 June 1926, and died on 21 April
1938 at the age of eighty-four. 

AU KILIMA-NDHARO was published in 1914 to great acclaim in Europe. The 465 pages are
illustrated with six maps and eighty-nine drawings by the author. We are privileged to
have two copies of this publication in our archive.

Fr Adrian Edwards of the British Province spent the last years of his life translating into
English all but three of its twenty-eight chapters. The remaining three chapters were in
the process of being translated by Fr John Flavin when we learned that a complete
English version was soon to be published by WIPF  & STOCK (www.wipfandstock.com)
for  Duquesne University..

Alexander Le Roy –
Au Kilima-Ndharo

Brian O’Toole
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C
onverting the Converter by
Donal O’Sullivan was
published in 2007.

Unfortunately this is now out of
print. Donal was leader of the
Spiritans in Nigeria from 1963 until
1968 and assistant superior general
from 1968 until 1974. Donal died in
June 2013 in Gosport, UK, in the
loving care of his close friend Leslie
Mitchell and niece Miriam.

In the Introduction of the above
publication the author emphasises
that his voyage of faith and
rethinking was launched in 1965
when Vatican 11 instructed
missionaries to approach the
ancestral religious culture of those
whom they sought to evangelise
with profound respect: ‘We were to
seek for signs of God’s grace that
had preceded our arrival…seeds of
God’s truth that had been already
sown. What an illuminating
outlook!’ (p. 6).

‘…In attempting to teach the Igbos
that there was only one God who
gave life to all the tribes and
nations of the earth, we
missionaries altered their faith
relationship with that God. We
taught our converts, as we
ourselves had been taught, that
God would withdraw his love under
certain conditions. Acting in all
good conscience, we introduced
the concept of conditional love. It
was a teaching that contradicted
the core element of their beliefs…’

Converting 
the Converter

Donal's brother Fre Des with Fr Tom McDonald & Bishop Joe Whelan 
at Uvuru Church in 1966

Donal's brother Paddy inside the
church he designed for the 
Bigard Memorial Seminary

Sr Michael & Sr Rufine, St John of
God, at Adazi hospital showing 

Fr Donal the shell of a bomb that
missed their convent on 

29 August 1968

Donal's brother Ivo, President of Viatores Christi in  1968, sitting between
President De Valera and Archbishop J C. MCQuaid

‘…The time has come to correct this
contradiction. Today people of all
religious traditions must rediscover
the unconditional nature of God’s
love if we are to draw closer
together in faith and brotherhood’.
(p. 9). 

Brian O’Toole
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Glimpses into our Photo Albums
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Dolorés Stewart
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1. Ardbraccan aerial view
2. Fr Bertie Egan
3. Fr James Mellett
4. Baptism in Pokot, Kenya
5. Fr Harry Mullin in Ethiopia
6. Fr Des Kenny receives proceeds from students

‘Legs for the Missions’ run
7. Fr Gerry Ryan ready for trecking
8. Setting up for televised Mass in Kimmage
9. Fr Joe McHugh meets Pope John Paul II

10. Fr Sean Casey – Spiritan House
11. Frs Gerry and Paddy Foley
12. Frs Pat Whelan & Willie Jenkinson
13. Frs Jack Meade, Sean Kealy, Pat Palmer
14. Fr Paddy Kelly Brazil (center)
15. Woodwork training for Spiritan Brothers
16. Frs Joe Pendergast, Pat Leddy, Des Byrne, Paddy Ryan,

Pat Whelan, Paddy Foley - Diamond Jubilarians 2014
17. Louis Cassidy, John Mahon, John Egan, Bill Bolger –

prefects in Trinidad 1961-63
18. Oliver Seery prefect in Trinidad 1963-65
19. Pope John Paul II in the Gambia
20. Pope Paul VI, Fr Donal O'Sullivan & Fr Jimmy McNulty
21. Missionaries to Kenya
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Corrections and Additions

Embers No. 6 & 7

No 6. Pages 13-15: The Holy Ghost Hymnal –
Apologies for the inadvertent inclusion of footnote 4 in the main body of the text.

No 7. Page 8, photo Returning from Biafra in March 1970: The three Holy Rosary Sisters (MSHR) 
from left to right are: Srs Margaret Ledwith, Ursula Parkes and Thomas Callahan.

Collections:

Heritage and Archives appreciate donations made by:

l The Kimmage Development Studies Centre (KDSC) from Mr Paddy Reilly. 

l The Kimmage Mission Institute (KMI) from Fr Tom Whelan.

We also thank the Brazil group per Fr John Horan and the Ethiopia group per 
Fr Martin Kelly for the donation of photo collections.

It is a great service to us when informed of any inaccuracies in our productions and publications.
Please never hesitate to contact us in this regard. This is how we learn and how we

improve our collections.

Castle Dawson
House in 1866 with
statue of Our Lady

in the fanlight

In 1860 when Castle Dawson
House came on the market Père

Jules Leman not being Irish was
prohibited from purchasing
property. Instead, he had the deed
countersigned by a trusted friend,
Bro Jerome Ryan OSF from
Galway, and by his most senior
student, James Browne, then aged
twenty-three years. James
purchased, at the cost of one
shilling, a little statue of Our Lady
which he placed in the fanlight over
the hall door, where it remains to
this day.

This pyx (communion
container) was owned by

Fr Capt Donal V. O’Sullivan
who was the uncle of Fr Des
O’Sullivan Cssp.  Donal was a
native of Killarney. He was
ordained at Maynooth in 1914
for the Diocese of Kerry. He
was a chaplain in the 1st

Battalion Royal Irish Rifles in
World War 1.  He was killed
aged twenty-six, in Albert in
France, 5 July 1916, during the
attack on Bouzincourt, a part
of the Battle of the Somme. Fr
Donal’s chalice was donated
by his nephew Dr Ivo
O’Sullivan to St Joseph’s
Young Priest Society and his
pyx was donated to the
Kimmage Manor Church by
another nephew Fr Des
O’Sullivan.



Stewardship includes all aspects of 
the Province’s heritage.  

Special attention will be given to 
libraries, archives and our 

spiritual patrimony.
Irish Chapter 2012, No. 52


